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Parallel and oblique proton fire hose instabilities in the presence

of alpha/proton drift: Hybrid simulations
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Abstract. Parallel and oblique proton fire hose instabilities are investigated in the presence
of a small abundance of alpha particles with a non zero drift velocity with respect to protons.
Both instabilities scatter protons and alpha particles in the perpendicular direction with respect
to the ambient magnetic field and decelerate both species with respect each other; especially
the oblique fire hose effectively diffuses ions owing to its non quasi-linear evolution. Linear
Vlasov theory predicts that the presence of the alpha/proton drift enhances the maximum growth
rates of the two instabilities in a similar way and that the parallel fire hose is typically the
dominant instability. On the other hand, the oblique fire hose has often the maximum growth
rate comparable to that of the parallel one and hybrid simulations show that the oblique in-
stability may be active even when the parallel one is marginally stable. Consequently, both
instabilities are relevant in the solar wind context.

1. Introduction

A simple picture of the solar wind expanding in the radial
magnetic field predicts a development of strong ion temperature
anisotropiesTs‖ > Ts⊥ (for symbol definitions see Appendix):
Conservation of the two first adiabatic invariants [see, e.g., Schulz
and Eviatar, 1973] naturally leads to such strong anisotropies.
However, these invariants are broken when important collisions,
heat fluxes or wave-particle interactions are present. Indeed, in situ
observations show that the opposite anisotropy of the (core) solar
wind protonsTp‖ < Tp⊥, is common [Kasper et al., 2003;Marsch
et al., 2004, and references therein]. This opposite anisotropy is
probably a signature of dissipation processes of the solar wind tur-
bulence [e.g.Hollweg and Isenberg, 2002, and references therein].

The properties of the solar wind ions are also determined by
local plasma instabilities. For example, the proton cyclotron in-
stability may reduce the proton temperature anisotropy in the case
of Tp‖ < Tp⊥ [Gary et al., 2001]. On the other hand, in highβ
solar wind plasmas (i.e. forβp & 1) the (core) proton anisotropy
Tp‖ > Tp⊥ is often observed [Kasper et al., 2002;Marsch et al.,
2004]. The linear theory of the bi-Maxwellian, homogeneous,
proton-electron plasma predicts two instabilities drivenby the pro-
ton temperature anisotropyTp‖ > Tp⊥: The right-handed (R-H)
magnetosonic/whistler or electromagnetic ion cyclotron branch be-
comes unstable with a maximum growth rate at the parallel prop-
agation – the parallel fire hose [Quest and Shapiro, 1996;Farru-
gia et al., 1998; Gary et al., 1998] whereas the left-handed (L-
H) Alfvén or ion cyclotron branch changes the dispersion proper-
ties (gets non-propagating and almost linearly polarized)and be-
come unstable at a strongly oblique propagation – the oblique fire
hose [Hellinger and Matsumoto, 2000]. The threshold of the for-
mer instability is typically lower than that of the latter one in a bi-
Maxwellian plasma. However, numerical simulations indicate that
a plasma (marginally) stable with respect to the parallel fire hose
may be unstable with respect to the oblique fire hose [Hellinger
and Matsumoto, 2001].

The parallel fire hose is a resonant instability forβp‖ . 25
and the hybrid numerical simulations [Gary et al., 1998] show that
its non-linear evolution is essentially quasi-linear (at least for rela-
tively modest growth rates): the unstable waves grow, saturate near
the marginal stability and keep about the same amplitude with a
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little or none damping after the saturation. The anisotropic protons
are slightly heated in the perpendicular direction. Hybridexpand-
ing box simulations [Hellinger et al., 2003;Matteini et al., 2006]
show that the parallel fire hose exhibits a marginal stability evolu-
tion analogous to the magnetosheath marginal stability with respect
to the ion cyclotron waves [Hellinger and Trávnı́ček, 2005].

The oblique fire hose is non-resonant and has a zero real fre-
quency. Its saturation and non-linear evolution is very different
from the quasilinear one: the waves generated by the instability
undertake a strong branch/dispersion change and a large amount of
the generated wave energy goes back to protons. This evolution
makes the oblique fire hose more efficient in removing the proton
temperature anisotropy than the parallel one. Hybrid expanding
box simulations [Hellinger et al., 2003] show that the oblique fire
hose exhibits a different evolution from the marginal stability: the
system oscillates between the stable and marginally stableregions.

The solar wind plasma contains small abundances of heavy ions.
The most important heavy ions are alpha particles which havetyp-
ically abundances around few percents of the electron number den-
sity [Bame et al., 1975]. The presence of alpha particles changes
plasma properties, for example, the growth rate of the parallel
fire hose instability strongly depends on the alpha-particle abun-
dance, (parallel) temperature and temperature anisotropy[and other
plasma parameters, seeDasso et al., 2003, and references therein].

Wind/SWE observations [Kasper et al., 2002] indicate that there
exists a constraint on the proton temperature anisotropyAp which
may be expressed in the form

Ap =
Tp⊥

Tp‖

& 1 − a

βb
p‖

(1)

with a ∼ 1 andb ∼ 0.7. This phenomenological constraint is com-
patible with the linear threshold condition for the parallel fire hose
and with results of 1-D hybrid simulations [Gary et al., 1998].

In situ observations in the fast solar wind [Marsch et al., 1982;
Neugebauer et al., 1996;Reisenfeld et al., 2001] show that alpha
particles are typically faster than (core) protons and thatthe al-
pha/proton velocityvαp (henceforth we will use “alpha/proton ve-
locity” as a short-hand for “relative magnetic-field-aligned velocity
between the two species”) is comparable with the local Alfv´en ve-
locity. This is again in disagreement with the simple picture of
the solar wind expanding in the radial magnetic field [cf.Hellinger
et al., 2003]. The alpha/proton velocity in the solar wind seems to
be regulated through an interaction with solar wind waves and/or
turbulence [e.g.Hu and Habbal, 1999;Kaghashvili et al., 2003].

Many different instabilities likely constrain the alpha/proton ve-
locity. The alpha/proton velocity itself is a source of freeenergy for
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beam-type instabilities, for instance the Alfvén and magnetosonic
instabilities [e.g.Montgomery et al., 1975; Daughton and Gary,
1998;Gary et al., 2000;Araneda et al., 2002]. The alpha/proton
velocity is also regulated by instabilities driven by ion tempera-
ture anisotropies; in the case ofT⊥ > T‖ the alpha cyclotron and
mirror instabilities decelerate the alpha particles (withrespect to
protons) whereas the proton cyclotron instability accelerate them
[Gary et al., 2003;Hellinger and Trávnı́ček, 2005]. The proton
distributions in the fast solar wind often contain two populations,
a core and a tenuous beam propagating faster than the proton core.
The proton/proton velocity (a short-hand for “relative magnetic-
field-aligned velocity between the beam and core protons”) is likely
regulated in a similar way as in the case of the alpha/proton velocity
[Goldstein et al., 2000;Kaghashvili et al., 2004]. The behavior of
the alpha/proton and proton/proton velocity is not yet wellunder-
stood [cf.Tu et al., 2004]. In the present paper we investigate the
two fire hose instabilities in the presence of a non-zero alpha/proton
velocity.

This paper is organized as follows: First, in section 2 we investi-
gate the linear theory of the two instabilities. Then in section 3 we
present simulation results and, finally, in section 4 we discuss the
simulation results and their implications in the solar windcontext.

2. Linear Theory

The presence of alpha particles (withvαp = 0) does not qual-
itatively change the physical properties of the two fire hoseinsta-
bilities. The growth rate of the parallel fire hose relatively strongly
depends on the properties of alpha particles as well as on the(par-
allel) electron temperature and the electron temperature anisotropy
[Dasso et al., 2003]. It is interesting to note that a similar depen-
dence is also observed in the case of the oblique fire hose. In this
paper we extend the investigation of the parametric dependence,
we include an additional parameter, the alpha/proton velocity vαp.
When there is a non-zerovαp the properties of R-H branch propa-
gating parallel and anti-parallel with respect tovαp are different.
The anti-parallel mode has larger growth rates than the parallel
one; this is not true when the magnetosonic alpha/proton instability
appears since it drives unstable only the parallel mode. Figure 1
demonstrates quantitatively this behavior: It displays a gray scale
plot of the maximum growth rate of the R-H ion cyclotron wavesas
a function of the alpha/proton velocityvαp andβp‖ for Ap = 0.4
andβα = 0.14. The maximum growth rate is calculated for par-
allel waves withk > 0 andω > 0 and the sign ofvαp gives the
parallel (vαp > 0) and anti-parallel (vαp < 0) propagation. Fig-
ure 1 clearly shows that the anti-parallel waves have largergrowth
rates than the parallel waves. The magnetosonic alpha/proton in-
stability appears forvαp & 1.8 at the parallel propagation. For
nα/ne = 0.05 andβα = 0.14 an approximate threshold value for
the (anti-)parallel proton fire hose instability may be given as

Ap ∝ 1 − a

(βp‖ − β0)b
(2)

where the fitting parametersa, b, andβ0 depend onvαp as

a ≃ 0.44 − 0.050|vαp |/vA,

b ≃ 0.50 + 0.042v2
αp/v2

A,

β0 ≃ 0.58 − 0.077|vαp |/vA.

This expression was obtained by fitting the relation for the max-
imum growth rateγ(βp‖, Ap, vαp) = 10−3ωcp in the region
0.1 ≤ βp‖ ≤ 10, 0.1 ≤ Ap ≤ 10 and |vαp| ≤ 2vA. It inter-
esting to note that the1/βb

p‖ dependence in equations (1,2) is valid

for high beta plasmasβp‖ > 1 whereas theβ0 term becomes im-
portant forβp‖ . 1.
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The gray scale is shown in units ofωcp at the right panel.

Figure 1. Gray scale plot of the maximum growth rate of the
R-H ion cyclotron branch as a function of the alpha/proton ve-
locity vαp andβp‖.

The growth rate of the oblique fire hose also depends onvαp

as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows maximum growth rates of
the oblique fire hose, and of the parallel and anti-parallel fire hose
(and of the magnetosonic alpha/proton instability) as a function of
|vαp| for βp‖ = 2.52, Ap = 0.4 andβα = 0.14: the solid curve
denotes the maximum growth rate of the parallel fire hose propa-
gating anti-parallel with respect tovαp (this branch corresponds to
the negative values ofvαp in Figure 1), whereas the dashed curve
denotes the maximum growth rate of the parallel fire hose (andthe
magnetosonic alpha/proton instability) propagating along to vαp

(this branch corresponds to the positive values ofvαp in Figure 1).
Stars denote the maximum growth rate of the oblique fire hose.It
is interesting to note that the maximum growth rates of the parallel
and oblique fire hoses are comparable and that they increase with
vαp in a similar manner.
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Figure 2. Maximum growth rates of the oblique fire hose, and
of the parallel and anti-parallel R-H modes as a function of|vαp|
for βp‖ = 2.52, Ap = 0.4 andβα = 0.14. Solid and dashed
curves correspond to negative and positive values ofvαp, re-
spectively. Stars denote the maximum growth rate of the oblique
fire hose.

Figure 3 shows the resonant factorsζ+
p andζ+

α (see Appendix)
of (solid) protons and (dashed) alpha particles, respectively, at the
maximum growth rate as a function of the alpha/protonvαp. This
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shows the characteristic properties of the parallel and anti-parallel

instabilities: The anti-parallel fire hose is strongly resonant with

protons (|ζ+
p | ∼ 2) and it is less or non-resonant with alpha parti-

cles (|ζ+
α | & 3) whereas at the parallel propagation protons become

less resonant (|ζ+
p | ∼ 2.5 for vαp > vA) and alpha particles be-

come strongly resonant for the alpha/proton magnetosonic instabil-

ity (|ζ+
α | . 1.5 for vαp > vA). On the other hand, the oblique fire

hose is (cyclotron-wise) non-resonant with respect both toprotons

and alpha particles [cf.Hellinger and Matsumoto, 2000].
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Figure 3. Resonant factorsζ+
p andζ+

α of (solid) protons and
(dashed) alpha particles, respectively, at the maximum growth
rate for the (anti-)parallel fire hose (and for the magnetosonic al-
pha/proton instability) as a function of the alpha/proton velocity
vαp for βp‖ = 2.52, Ap = 0.4 andβα = 0.14.

The dispersion of the oblique fire hose in the case ofvαp 6= 0 is

different from the case ofvαp = 0. The frequency of the oblique

fire hose is not generally zero but it oscillates (as a function of k)

around0 with an amplitude equal to a small fraction ofωcp. At

the maximum growth rate these waves have a non-zero frequency

and an oblique propagation angle0o < |θkB | < 90o (note that

we useθkB in the range from−180o to 180o). The comparison

of the growth rates and dispersion of the anti-parallel and oblique

fire hoses is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 displays the dispersion

of the unstable waves, the frequencyω as a function of wave vec-

tor k for the anti-parallel (θkB = 180o) R-H (upper gray-colored

curve) and the oblique (θkB = 56o) L-H branches (lower gray-

colored curve). The gray colors encode the growth rate [cf. Plate 4

of Hellinger and Matsumoto, 2000]. The gray scale is shown in
units ofωcp at the right panel.
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Figure 4. Dispersion of the unstable waves, the frequencyω as
a function of wave vectork for the anti-parallel (θkB = 180o)
R-H (upper gray-colored curve) and the oblique (θkB = 56o L-
H branches (lower gray-colored curve). The gray colors encode
the growth rate. The gray scale is shown in units ofωcp at the
right panel.

3. Simulation Results

For numerical simulations we use a 2-D hybrid code developed
by Matthews[1994]. In this code, electrons are considered as a
massless, charge neutralizing fluid, with a constant temperature;
ions are described by a particle-in-cell model and are advanced by
a leapfrog scheme that requires the fields to be known at half time
steps ahead of the particle velocities. This is achieved by advanc-
ing the current density to this time step with only one computa-
tional pass through the particle data at each time step. The parti-
cle contribution to the current density at the relevant meshpoints
is evaluated with bilinear weighting followed by smoothingover
three points. No smoothing is performed on the electromagnetic
fields, and the resistivity is set to zero in Ohm’s law. The magnetic
field is advanced in time with a modified midpoint method, which
allows time substepping for the advance of the field.

We use following simulation parameters: The spatial resolution
is ∆x = ∆y = c/ωpi, and there are2048 and1024 super-particles
per cell for protons and alpha particles, respectively. Thesimula-
tion box is in thex–y plane and is assumed to be periodic in both
dimensions. Fields and moments are defined on a 2-D grid with di-
mensionsNx×Ny = 256×256. The time step for the particle ad-
vance is∆t = 0.02/ωcp whereas the magnetic fieldB is advanced
with a smaller time step,∆tB = dt/4. The initial conditions are
those investigated in the previous section in the frame of the lin-
ear Vlasov theory: the plasma is homogeneous in a homogeneous
magnetic fieldB0 directed along thex axis,B0 = (B0, 0, 0), pro-
tons are anisotropic withnp/ne = 0.9, βp‖ = 2.52 andAp = 0.4,
alpha particles are isotropic,Aα = 1, with nα/ne = 0.05 and
βα = 0.14. The simulation is performed in the frame where the
ion current is zero, the proton and alpha velocities in this frame
are field-aligned withvp = −0.1vA andvα = 0.9vA, respectively.
The initial alpha/proton velocity isvαp = vA. Finally, for electrons
we setβe = 1.

The evolution in the simulation may be divided into two phases.
Each phase is dominated by a different instability. During the first
phase the parallel fire hose appears and it saturates in a quasi-linear
manner. Figure 5 shows the evolution of different quantities dur-
ing the simulation: (a) the amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic
field |δB|2/B2

0 , (b) the proton temperature anisotropyAp, (c) the
alpha/proton velocityvαp (in units ofvA), and (d) the temperature
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anisotropy of alpha particlesAα. During the initial growth protons
and alpha particles are heated and decelerated with respectto each
other. Generated waves interacts preferably with protons.From the
second order theory [Gary and Tokar, 1985] one expects transport
coefficientsηs for the ion velocities

dvs

dt

vs
= ηs

|δB|2
B2

0

. (3)

The coefficientηs is a collisionless (anomalous) equivalent to the
classical collision frequency. In the simulation we observe ηp ∼
0.32/ωcp andηα ∼ −0.072/ωcp (in a comparable 1-D simulation
we haveηp ∼ 0.25/ωcp andηα ∼ −0.058/ωcp). Similarly, the
second order approximation predicts transport coefficients κs for
the temperature anisotropies

dAs

dt

As
= κs

|δB|2
B2

0

. (4)

In the simulation we observeκp ∼ 0.73/ωcp and κα ∼ 0.1
(in a comparable 1-D simulation we haveκp ∼ 0.60/ωcp and
κα ∼ 0.067). Protons are scattered by the parallel fire hose more
efficiently than alpha particles since protons are in a stronger cy-
clotron resonance with the waves than alpha particles (see previous
section). The parallel fire hose saturates in a quasi-linearmanner at
t ∼ 80; after the saturation, during the period80 . t . 150 the
amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic field and other quantities are
nearly constant.
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Figure 5. Evolution of different quantities: (a) the amplitude of
the fluctuating magnetic field|δB|2/B2

0 , (b) the proton temper-
ature anisotropyAp, (c) the alpha/proton velocityvαp (in units
of vA), and (d) the temperature anisotropy of alpha particles
Aα.

The waves generated by the oblique fire hose grow during the
first phase as well as those generated by the parallel one. The
oblique waves continue to grow even after the saturation of the par-
allel fire hose and, during the second phaset & 150, they reach
important amplitudes. They are responsible for the peak of the
magnitude of the fluctuating magnetic field att ∼ 200 (see Fig-
ure 5a) followed by a fast decrease. These oblique waves leadto
a strong increase inAp andAα and to a decrease ofvαp which is
more important than that resulting from the parallel fire hose. The
appearance of the oblique fire hose disrupts the quasi-linear evolu-
tion of the parallel fire hose and it causes a disappearance ofthe
waves generated by the parallel fire hose: This effect is demon-
strated in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the amplitude
of the fluctuating magnetic field|δB|2/B2

0 as a function of time
t and the propagation angleθkB . Figure 6 clearly shows the ini-

tial growth of the parallel fire hose waves atθkB ∼ 180o (and at
θkB ∼ 0o with a smaller amplitude). The oblique fire hose ap-
pears at|θkB | ∼ 40o later on. The oblique fire hose instability
saturates via the dispersion change of the generated, almost lin-
early polarized waves (with|δB × B0| ≫ |δB · B0|) to standard
L-H waves at|θkB | ∼ 40o and|θkB | ∼ 140o [cf. Hellinger and
Matsumoto, 2000]. The oblique wave activity is damped mainly
via the cyclotron resonance with protons and alpha particles. At
the end of the simulation there exist only waves at a quasi-parallel
propagation. Ions heated by the oblique waves are no longer at the
condition of the marginal stability with respect to the parallel waves
and, consequently, these waves are suppressed.
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Figure 6. Amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic field
|δB|2/B2

0 as a function of timet and the propagation angle
θkB .

Figure 7 gives a complementary view of the system evolution,
it shows the amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic field|δB|2/B2

0

as a function of timet and frequencyω; the spectrum was calcu-
lated using the wavelet transform of the time series ofB at each
grid point and averaged over all these grid points. Figure 7 shows
the generation of the R-H waves during the first phase. It alsodis-
plays the generation low-frequency waves (identified as theoblique
ones, see Figure 6) and their damping during the second phase.
At later timest & 300 only the waves withω ∼ 0.1ωcp sur-
vive. These waves probably result from an inverse cascade towards
longer wave lengths and quasi-parallel propagation [cf.Hellinger
and Matsumoto, 2001].
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Figure 7. Amplitude of the fluctuating magnetic field
|δB|2/B2

0 as a function of timet and frequencyω (in units
of ωcp).
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Figure 8. Gray scale plots of the reduced distribution functions
(left) fp(v‖, v⊥) and (right)fα(v‖, v⊥) at t = 600/ωcp. The
gray scales are shown in arbitrary units at top panels. Velocities
are given in units ofvA.

The waves generated by the two fire hose instabilities heat pro-

ton and alpha particles and slow both species with respect toeach

other. The wave-particle interactions lead to the development of

strongly non Maxwellian distribution functions: Figure 8 shows

gray scale plots of the proton and alpha reduced distribution func-

tions (left) fp(v‖, v⊥) and (right)fα(v‖, v⊥), respectively, at the

end of the simulation (t = 600/ωcp). The complicated evolution of

the simulated system affects mainly those particles with|v‖| & vA;

these particles exhibit signatures of the cyclotron resonance scatter-

ing [cf. Marsch and Tu, 2001]. The scattering of alpha particles is

caused mainly by the cyclotron resonance with oblique wavesre-

sulting from the oblique fire hose instability. The scattering decel-

erates alpha particles and heats them in the perpendicular direction.

Distribution functions of the two species have also weak sig-

natures of the Landau resonance. Figure 9 shows change in the

distribution functions during the simulation, namely the difference

∆fs(v‖, v⊥) = fs(v‖, v⊥, t = 600/ωcp)− f(v‖, v⊥, t = 0/ωcp)

for (left) protons and (right) alpha particles. The gray scales are

shown (in the same arbitrary units of Figure 8) at top panels.The

dominant feature of the two∆fs is the cyclotron diffusion of par-

ticles with initial velocities|v‖| & vA to higher |v⊥| (Figure 9,

dark gray regions). Moreover,∆fs exhibit constantv‖ stripes for

|v‖| . vA which are likely signatures of the Landau resonance

since the Landau diffusion does not depend onv⊥ [cf. Kennel

and Engelmann, 1966, Figure 2]. The changes in the distribution

function due to the Landau resonance are however small compared

to those generated by the cyclotron resonance since the generated

oblique waves are transverse. Consequently, the dominant feature

of the two ion distribution functions is the cyclotron diffusion of

particles with initial velocities|v‖| & vA to higher|v⊥| Figure 8
(dark gray regions).
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Figure 9. Gray scale plots of the changes of the reduced distri-
bution functions∆fs = fs(t = 600/ωcp) − fs(t = 0/ωcp) as
functions ofv‖ andv⊥ for (left) protons and (right) alpha par-
ticles during the simulation. The gray scales are shown (in the
same arbitrary units of Figure 8) at top panels. Velocities are
given in units ofvA.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

In the present paper we investigate linear and nonlinear proper-
ties of the proton parallel and oblique fire hose instabilities which
appear for a sufficiently low value ofAp and a sufficiently high
value ofβp‖. The maximum growth rate of the parallel fire hose
relatively strongly depends on the properties of alpha particles as
well as on the (parallel) electron temperature and the electron tem-
perature anisotropy [Dasso et al., 2003]. A similar dependence is
also observed in the case of the oblique fire hose. Moreover, the lin-
ear Vlasov theory predicts that the alpha/proton velocity is another
important factor which determines the growth rate of these two in-
stabilities. The parallel fire hose is resonant with protonsand less
resonant with alpha particles whereas the oblique fire hose is non
resonant. With a presence of a non-zero alpha/proton velocity the
parallel instability becomes stronger at the anti-parallel propaga-
tion (compared to the parallel one) with respect to the alpha/proton
velocity. Fornα/ne = 0.05 andβα = 0.14 the approximate con-
straint for the parallel proton fire hose instability may be given in
the form of equation (2) similar to equation (1):

Ap & 1 − a

(βp‖ − β0)b

where the fitting parametersa, b, andβ0 depend onvαp as

a ≃ 0.44 − 0.050|vαp|/vA,

b ≃ 0.50 + 0.042v2
αp/v2

A,

β0 ≃ 0.58 − 0.077|vαp|/vA.

For the parameters investigated in the present paper, the maximum
growth rate of the (anti-)parallel fire hose increases withvαp. The
maximum growth rate of the oblique instability is typicallysmaller
than but comparable to that of the parallel one and exhibit a similar
dependence onvαp.

A 2-D hybrid simulation reveals a complicated nonlinear evo-
lution, a competition between the two instabilities [Hellinger and
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Matsumoto, 2001]. The initial phase of the simulation is dominated
by the parallel fire hose which saturates in the quasi-linearmanner:
The resulting scattering is moderate for protons and weak for alpha
particles in agreement with its resonant properties. The oblique
fire hose coexists with the parallel one and generates almostlin-
early polarized waves at a smaller growth rate. The oblique waves
continue to grow even after the saturation of the parallel instabil-
ity and saturate via a dispersion change of the linearly polarized
waves to the standard L-H Alfvén (ion cyclotron) waves. These
waves are strongly damped to ions via the cyclotron resonance;
they also weakly interact with ions trough the Landau resonance.
At the same time the parallel waves disappear as the oblique fire
hose disrupts their marginal stability condition. Consequently, the
oblique fire hose efficiently reduces the proton anisotropy and heats
alpha particles and decelerates both species with respect each other.

In the hybrid code the electrons are treated as a massless, charge
neutralizing fluid so that no electron kinetics is resolved.In par-
ticular, there is no Landau resonance of the oblique Alfvénwaves
with electrons. However, we expect that the electron Landaueffect
is weak in the present case: The simulation shows that the signa-
tures of the proton Landau resonance are weak and the linear theory
analysis byGary and Borovsky[2004] indicates that forβe ∼ 1 and
βp ∼ 1 the damping properties of the proton and electron Landau
resonances are comparable. This expectation is clearly to be con-
firmed using a full particle code.

There are no observational evidences for the oblique fire hose
instability to date. The phenomenological constraint [Kasper et al.,
2002], equation (1), is compatible with the threshold condition for
the parallel fire hose instability. On the other hand, many observed
proton anisotropies are relatively far from this constraint (and from
the marginal stability). We suggest that these observations may be
a consequence of the oblique instability.

In concluding, the parallel and oblique fire hose instabilities
generated by the proton temperature anisotropyTp⊥ < Tp‖

are important mechanisms which reduce the proton temperature
anisotropy and the alpha/proton velocity in the solar wind context.
We expect that these instabilities may also reduce the proton/proton
velocity in a similar way. These problems will be subject of future
work.

Appendix: Glossary

⊥ and‖ denote the directions with respect to the ambient mag-
netic fieldB0, B0 = |B0| denotes its the magnitude whileδB de-
notes the magnetic fluctuations. Subscripts denotes the ion specie
(p stands for protons andα for alpha particles) or electrons (e). fs

denotes the velocity distribution function, andTs⊥ andTs‖ denote
the perpendicular and parallel temperatures, respectively. Ts de-
notes the total temperature andAs is the temperature anisotropy,
As = Ts⊥/Ts‖. ωcs = qsB0/ms andωps = (nsq

2
s/msǫ0)

1/2

denote the cyclotron and plasma frequencies, respectively, vs‖ and
vth‖s denote the mean parallel and the thermal velocity of the
species, respectively. In these expressionsms, qs, andns de-
note the mass, the charge, and the number density (of the specie
s), respectively, andǫ0 denotes the vacuum electric permittivity.
βs = 2µ0nskBTs/B2

0 andβs‖ = 2µ0nskBTs‖/B2
0 are the to-

tal and parallel betas, respectively; hereµ0 stands for the vacuum
magnetic permeability andkB is Boltzmann constant.k, k, and
k‖ denote the wave vector, its magnitude and its parallel compo-
nent.ω denotes a wave frequency. The resonant factors for parallel
propagating wave withω andk = k‖ are given by

ζ±
s = (ω − kv‖s ± ωcs)/(

√
2kvth‖s). (A1)

The ion plasma frequencyωpi is defined asωpi = (nee
2/mpǫ0)

1/2

and the Alfvén velocityvA is defined asvA = B0/(µ0nemp)
1/2.
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